Volleyball Uniform Checklist

☑ Officials should check uniforms prior to the start of the match
  o NFHS uniform rules must be enforced
☑ If any illegal uniforms are found officials shall notify the coach of any violation and write a special report

Highlighted information indicates what is required of sub-varsity levels

All Players (including libero):

Uniform Top

- No hard items (buttons, zippers, etc.)
- Visible undergarment is solid color similar to jersey color — this applies to all levels
  - Manufacturer’s logo, flag, etc. comply with size requirements
- Worn as intended by manufacturer
- Must reach waistband of uniform bottom

Numbers

- Permanent and clearly visible
- 00, 0 – 99 (01, 02, etc. are illegal)
  - 00 will only be legal for the 2019-20 school year
  - Placed on the front and back with no duplicates
- Minimum 4” height on front
- Minimum 6” height on back
- Must contrast with uniform color OR be outlined by a contrasting color

  Front placement:
  - Top of number is no more than 5” down from shoulder seam, OR
  - Top of number is no more than 5” down from bottom edge of neckline ribbing

  Number is on upper back

Uniform Bottom

- Like-colored
- No hard items (buttons, zippers, etc.)
- If there is a number, it must match jersey top number
- Worn as intended by manufacturer

Libero Players:

- Uniform top must be in clear contrast to and distinct from all teammates
- Shorts must be like-colored to teammates

Contrast  As examples, all colors in each group below are considered to NOT contrast:

- Black, dark gray, dark green, navy blue, royal blue, dark purple, dark brown, maroon
- White, yellow, gold, tan, light gray, light blue, light green
- Pink, red, cardinal red, orange